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Abstract. This paper presents the interesting observation that by per-
forming fewer of the optimizations available in a standard compiler opti-
mization level such as -O2, while preserving their original ordering, sig-
nificant savings can be achieved in both execution time and energy con-
sumption. This observation has been validated on two embedded proces-
sors, namely the ARM Cortex-M0 and the ARM Cortex-M3, using two
different versions of the LLVM compilation framework; v3.8 and v5.0.
Experimental evaluation with 71 embedded benchmarks demonstrated
performance gains for at least half of the benchmarks for both proces-
sors. An average execution time reduction of 2.4% and 5.3% was achieved
across all the benchmarks for the Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M3 processors,
respectively, with execution time improvements ranging from 1% up to
90% over the -O2. The savings that can be achieved are in the same range
as what can be achieved by the state-of-the-art compilation approaches
that use iterative compilation or machine learning to select flags or to de-
termine phase orderings that result in more efficient code. In contrast to
these time consuming and expensive to apply techniques, our approach
only needs to test a limited number of optimization configurations, less
than 64, to obtain similar or even better savings. Furthermore, our ap-
proach can support multi-criteria optimization as it targets execution
time, energy consumption and code size at the same time.
1 Introduction
Compilers were introduced to abstract away the ever-increasing complexity of
hardware and improve software development productivity. At the same time,
compiler developers face a hard challenge: producing optimized code. A modern
compiler supports a large number of architectures and programming languages
and it is used for a vast diversity of applications. Thus, tuning the compiler
optimizations to perform well across all possible applications is impractical. The
task is even harder as compilers need to adapt to rapid advancements in hardware
and programming languages.
Modern compilers adopted two main practices to mitigate the problem and
find a good balance between the effort needed to develop compilers and their
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effectiveness in optimizing code. The first approach is the splitting of the compi-
lation process into distinct phases. Modern compilers such as those based on the
LLVM compilation framework [Lat02], allow for a common optimizer that can
be used by any architecture and programming language. This is made possible
by the use of an Intermediate Representation (IR) language on which optimiza-
tions are applied. Then a front-end framework is provided to allow programming
languages to be translated into the IR, and a back-end framework exists that
allows the IR to be translated into specific instruction set architectures (ISA).
Therefore, to take advantage of the common optimizer one only needs to cre-
ate a new front-end for a programming language and a new back-end for an
architecture.
The second practice is the use of standard optimization levels, typically -O0,
-O1, -O2, -O3 and -Os. Most modern compilers have a large number of trans-
formations exposed to software developers via compiler flags; for example, the
LLVM’s optimizer has 56 documented transformations [LLV18]. There are two
major challenges a software developer faces while using compilers. First, to select
the right set of transformations, and second to order the chosen transformations
in a meaningful way, also called the compiler phase-ordering problem. The com-
mon objective is to achieve the best resource usage based on the application’s re-
quirements. To address this, each standard optimization level offers a predefined
sequence of optimizations, which are proven to perform well based on a number
of micro-benchmarks and a range of architectures. For example, for the LLVM
compilation framework, starting from the -O0 level, which has no optimizations
enabled, and moving to -O3, each level offers more aggressive optimizations with
the main focus being performance, while -Os is focused on optimizing code size.
Code size is critical for embedded applications with a limited amount of memory
available. Furthermore, the optimization sequences defined for each level encap-
sulate the accumulated empirical knowledge of compiler engineers over the years.
For example, some optimizations depend on other code transformations being
applied first, and some optimizations offer more opportunities for other opti-
mizations. Note that a code transformation is not necessarily an optimization,
but instead, it can facilitate an IR structure which enables the application of
other optimizations. Thus, a code transformation does not always lead to better
performance.
Although standard optimization levels are a good starting point, they are
far from optimal in many cases, depending on the application and architecture
used. An optimization configuration is a sequence of ordered flags. Due to the
huge number of possible flag combinations and their possible orderings, it is
impractical to explore the whole optimization-configuration space. Thus, finding
optimal optimization configurations is still an open challenge. To tackle this
issue, iterative compilation and machine-learning techniques have been used to
find good optimization sequences by exploiting only a fraction of the optimization
space [AKC+18]. Techniques involving iterative compilation are expensive since
typically a large amount of optimization configurations, in the order of hundreds
to thousands, need to be exercised before reaching any performance gains over
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standard optimization levels. On the other hand, machine learning approaches
require a large training phase and are hardly portable across compilers and
architectures.
This paper takes a different approach. Instead of trying to explore a frac-
tion of the whole optimization space, we are focusing on exploiting the existing
optimization levels. For example, using the optimization flags included in the
-O2 optimization level as a starting point, a new optimization configuration is
generated each time by removing the last transformation flag of the current op-
timization configuration. In this way, each new configuration is a subsequence of
the -O2 configuration, that preserves the ordering of flags in the original opti-
mization level. Thus, each new optimization configuration stops the optimization
earlier than the previously generated configuration did. This approach aims to
preserve the empirical knowledge built into the ordering of flags for the standard
optimization levels. The advantages of using this technique are:
– The architecture and the compiler are treated as a black box, and thus, this
technique is easy to port across different compilers or versions of the same
compiler, and different architectures. To demonstrate this we applied our
approach to two embedded architectures (Arm Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M3)
and two versions of the LLVM compilation framework (v3.8 and v5.0);
– An expensive training phase similar to the ones needed by the machine
learning approaches is not required;
– The empirical knowledge built into the existing optimization levels by the
compiler engineers is being preserved;
– In contrast to machine-learning approaches and random iterative compila-
tion [BKK+98], which permit reordering transformation passes, our tech-
nique retains the original order of the transformation passes. Reordering can
break the compilation or create a malfunctioning executable;
– In contrast to the majority of machine-learning approaches, which are often
opaque, our technique provides valuable insights to the software engineer on
how each optimization flag affects the resource of interest;
– Because energy consumption, execution time and code size of each optimiza-
tion configuration are being monitored during compilation, multi-criteria
optimizations are possible without needing to train a new model for each
resource.
Our experimental evaluation demonstrates an average of 2.4% and 5.3% exe-
cution time improvement for the Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M3 processors, respec-
tively. Similar savings were achieved for energy consumption. These results are
in the range of what existing complicated machine learning or time consum-
ing iterative compilation approaches can offer on the same embedded proces-
sors [BRE15, PHB15].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview
of the compilation and analysis methodology used. Our experimental evaluation
methodology, benchmarks and results are presented and discussed in Section 3.
Section 4 critically reviews previous work related to ours. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper and outlines opportunities for future work.
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Fig. 1: Compilation and evaluation process.
2 Compilation and Analysis
As the primary focus of this work is deeply embedded systems, we demonstrate
the portability of our technique across different architectures by exploring two
of the most popular embedded processors: the Arm Cortex-M0 [ARM18a] and
the Arm Cortex-M3 [ARM18b]. Although the two architectures belong to the
same family, they have significant differences in terms of performance and power
consumption characteristics [ARM18c]. The technique treats an architecture
as a black box as no resource models are required e.g. energy-consumption or
execution-time models. Instead, execution time and energy consumption phys-
ical measurements are used to assess the effectiveness of a new optimization
configuration on a program.
For demonstrating the portability of the technique across different compiler
versions, the analysis for the Cortex-M0 processor was performed using the
LLVM compilation framework v3.8., and for the Cortex-M3 using the LLVM
compilation framework v5.0. The technique treats the compiler as a black box
since it only uses the compilation framework to exercise the different optimization-
configuration scenarios, extracted from a predefined optimization level, on a par-
ticular program. In contrast, machine-learning-based techniques typically require
a heavy training phase for each new compiler version or when a new optimization
flag is introduced [ABP+17, BRE15].
Figure 1 demonstrates the process used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
different optimization configurations explored. Each configuration is a set of or-
dered flags used to drive the analysis and transformation passes by the LLVM
optimizer. An analysis pass can identify properties and expose optimization op-
portunities that can later be used by transformation passes to perform optimiza-
tions. A standard optimization level (-O1, -O2, -O3, -Os, -Oz) can be selected
as the starting point. Each optimization level represents a list of optimization
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flags which have a predefined order. Their order influences the order in which
the transformation / optimization and analysis passes will be applied to the code
under compilation. A new flag configuration is obtained by excluding the last
transformation flag from the current list of flags. Then the new optimization con-
figuration is being applied to the unoptimized intermediate representation (IR)
of the program, obtained from the Clang front-end. Note that the program’s un-
optimized IR only needs to be generated once by the Clang front-end; it can then
be used throughout the exploration process thus saving compilation time. The
optimized IR is then passed to the LLVM back-end and linker to generate the
executable for the architecture under consideration. Note that both the back-end
and linker are always called using the optimization level selected for exploration;
in our case -O2. The executable’s energy consumption, execution time and code
size are measured and stored. The exploration process finishes when the current
list of transformation flags is empty. This is equivalent to optimization level -O0,
where no optimizations are applied by the optimizer. Then, depending on the
resource requirements, the best flag configuration is selected.
There are two kinds of pass dependencies for the LLVM optimizer; explicit
and implicit dependencies. An explicit dependency exists when a transformation
pass requires an other analysis pass to execute first. In this case, the optimizer
will automatically schedule the analysis pass if only the transformation pass was
requested by the user. An implicit dependency exists when a transformation
or analysis pass is designed to work after another transformation instead of an
analysis pass. In this case, the optimizer will not schedule the pass automatically,
instead the user must manually add the passes in the correct order to be executed
either using the opt tool or the pass manager. The pass manager is the LLVM
built-in mechanism for scheduling passes and handling their dependencies. If a
pass is requested but its dependencies have not been requested in the correct
order, then the specified pass will be automatically skipped by the optimizer.
For the predefined optimization levels, the implicit dependencies are predefined
in the pass manager.
To extract the list of transformation and analysis passes, their ordering, and
their dependencies for a predefined level of optimization, we use the argument
”-debug-pass=Structure” with the opt tool (the LLVM optimizer). This informa-
tion is passed to our flag-selection process, which, to extract a new configuration,
simply eliminates the last optimization flag applied. This ensures that all the im-
plicit dependencies for the remaining passes in the new configuration are still in
place. Thus, the knowledge built into the predefined optimization levels about
effective pass orderings is preserved in the newly generated optimization config-
urations. What we are actually questioning is whether the pass scheduling in the
predefined-optimization levels is a good choice. In other words, can stopping the
optimizations at an earlier point yield more optimal code for a specific program
and architecture?
The BEEBS benchmark suite [PHB13] was used for evaluation. BEEBS is
design for assessing the energy consumption of embedded processors. The re-
source usage estimation process retrieves the execution time, energy consump-
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tion and code size for each executable generated. The code size can be retrieved
by examining the size of the executable. The execution time and energy con-
sumption is being measured using the MAGEEC board [Hol13] together with
the pyenergy [Pal15] firmware and host-side software. The BEEBS benchmark
suite utilizes this energy measurement framework and allows for triggering the
begin and the end of the execution of a benchmark. Thus, energy measurements
are reported only during a benchmark’s execution. Energy consumption, exe-
cution time and average power dissipation are reported back to the host. The
MAGEEC board supports a sampling rate of up to six million samples per sec-
ond. A calibration process was needed prior to measurement to determine the
number of times a benchmark should be executed in a loop while measuring
to obtain an adequate number of measurements. This ensured the collection of
reliable energy values for each benchmark. Finally, the BEEBS benchmark suite
has a built-in self-test mechanism that flags up when a generated executable
is invalid, i.e. it does not provide the expected results. Standard optimization
levels shipped with each new version of a compiler are typically heavily tested
to ensure the production of functionally correct executables. In our case, using
optimization configurations that are subsequences of the standard optimization
levels increases the chance of generating valid executables. In fact, all the exe-
cutables we tested passed the BEEBS validation.
3 Results and Discussion
For the evaluation of our approach, the same 71 benchmarks from the BEEBS
[PHB13] benchmark suite were used for both the Cortex-M0 and the Cortex-M3
processors. For each benchmark, Figure 2 (Figure 2a for the Cortex-M0 and the
LLVM v3.8 and Figure 2b for the Cortex-M3 and the LLVM v5.0) demonstrates
the biggest performance gains achieved by the proposed technique compared to
the standard optimization level under investigation, -O2. In other words, this
figure represents the resource usage results obtained by using the optimization
configuration, among the configurations exercised by our technique, that achieves
the best performance gains compared to -O2 for each benchmark. A negative
percentage represents an improvement on a resource, e.g. a result of -20% for
execution time represents a 20% reduction in the execution time obtained by
the selected optimization configuration when compared to the execution time
retrieved by -O2. The energy-consumption and code-size improvements are also
given for the selected configurations. If two optimization configurations have the
same performance gains, then energy consumption improvement is used as a
second criterion and code size improvement as a third criterion to select the best
optimization configuration. The selection criteria can be modified according to
the resource requirements for a specific application. Moreover, a function can
be introduced to further formalize the selection process when complex multi-
objective optimization is required.
For the Cortex-M0 processor, we observed an average reduction in execution
time of 2.5%, with 29 out of the 71 benchmarks seeing execution time improve-
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(a) Results for the Cortex-M0 processor and the LLVM v3.8 compilation framework.
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Fig. 2: Best achieved execution-time improvements over the standard optimiza-
tion level -O2. For the best execution-time optimization configuration, energy
consumption and code size improvements are also given. A negative percentage
represents a reduction of resource usage compared to -O2.
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and the LLVM v3.8 compilation framework.
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(b) Compilation profiles for two of the benchmarks, using the Cortex-M3 processor
and the LLVM v5.0 compilation framework
Fig. 3: For each optimization configuration tested by the proposed technique the
execution-time, energy-consumption and code-size improvements over -O2 are
given. A negative percentage represents a reduction of resource usage compared
to -O2. Each element of the horizontal axis has the name of the last flag applied
and the total number of flags used. The configurations are incremental subse-
quences of the -O2, starting from -O0 and adding optimization flags till reaching
the complete -O2 set of flags.
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ments over -O2 ranging from around 1% to around 23%. For the Cortex-M3
processor, we observed an average reduction in execution time of 5.3%, with 38
out of the 71 benchmarks seeing execution time improvements over -O2 ranging
from around 1% to around 90%. The energy consumption improvements were
always closely related to the execution time improvements for both of the proces-
sors. This is expected due to the predictable nature of these deeply embedded
processors. In contrast, there were no significant fluctuations in the code size
between different optimization configurations. We anticipate that, if the -Os or
-Oz optimization levels, which both aim to achieve smaller code size, had been
used as a starting point for our exploration, then more variation would have
been observed for code size.
As it can be seen from Figures 2a and 2b, our optimization strategy per-
formed significantly different for the two processors per benchmark. This can
be caused by the different performance and power consumption characteristics
of the two processors and/or the use of different compiler versions in each case.
Furthermore, the technique performed better on the Cortex-M3 with the LLVM
v5.0 compilation framework. This could be due to the compilation framework
improvements from version 3.8 to version 5.0. Another possible reason might
be that the -O2 optimization level for LLVM v5.0 includes more optimization
flags than the LLVM v.3.8. The more flags in an optimization level, the more
optimization configurations will be generated and exercised by our exploitation
technique, and thus, more opportunities for execution-time, energy-consumption
and code-size savings can be exposed.
Figures 3a and 3b demonstrate the effect of each optimization configuration,
exercised by our exploitation technique, on the three resources (execution time,
energy consumption and code size), for two of the benchmarks for the Cortex-
M0 and Cortex-M3 processors, respectively. Similar figures were obtained for
all the 71 benchmarks and for both of the processors. Similarly to Figure 2, a
negative percentage represents an improvement on the resource compared to the
one achieved by -O2. The horizontal axis of the figures shows the flag at which
compilation stopped together with the total number of flags included up to that
point. This represents an optimization configuration that is a subsequence of
the -O2. For example, the best optimization configuration for all three resources
for the Levenstein benchmark (see top part of Figure 3b) is achieved when
the compilation stops at flag number 91, -loop-deletion. This means that the
optimization configuration includes the first 91 flags of the -O2 configuration
with their original ordering preserved. The optimization configurations include
both transformation and analysis passes.
The number of optimization configurations exercised in each case depends
on the number of transformation flags included in the -O2 level of the version
of the LLVM optimizer used. Note that we are only considering the documented
transformation passes [LLV18]. For example, 50 and 64 different configurations
are being tested in the case of the Cortex-M0 processor with the LLVM compila-
tion framework v3.8, and the case of Cortex-M3 with the LLVM framework v5.0,
respectively. Many of the transformation passes are repeated multiple times in
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a standard optimization level, but because of their different ordering, they have
a different effect. Thus, we consider each repetition as an opportunity to create
a new optimization configuration. Furthermore, note that more transformation
passes exist in the LLVM optimizer, but typically, these are passes that have
implicit dependencies on the documented passes. The methodology of creating a
new optimization configuration explained in Section 2 ensures the preservation
of all the implicit dependencies for each configuration. This is part of preserv-
ing the empirical knowledge of good interactions between transformations built
into the predefined optimization levels and reusing it in the new configurations
generated.
Typically, optimization approaches based on iterative compilation are ex-
tremely time consuming [ABP+17], since thousands of iterations are needed to
reach levels of resource savings similar to the ones achieved by our approach.
In our case the maximum number of iterations we had to apply were the 64
iterations for the Cortex-M3 processor. This makes our simple and inexpensive
approach an attractive alternative, before moving to the more expensive ap-
proaches, such as iterative-compilation-based and machine-learning-based com-
pilation techniques [AKC+18, Ash16].
By manually observing the compilation profiles obtained for all the bench-
marks, similar to the ones demonstrated in Figure 3, no common behavior pat-
terns were detected, except that typically there is a significant improvement on
the execution time and the energy consumption at the third optimization con-
figuration. Future work will use clustering to see if programs can be grouped
together based on their compilation profiles. This can be useful to identify op-
timization sequences that perform well for a particular type of program. Fur-
thermore, the retrieved optimization profiles can also give valuable insights to
compiler engineers and software developers on the effect of each optimization
flag on a specific program and architecture. It is beyond the scope of this work
to investigate these effects.
4 Related Work
Iterative compilation has been proved an effective technique for tackling both
the problems of choosing the right set of transformations and for ordering them
to maximize their effectiveness [ABP+17]. The technique is typically used to
iterate over different sets of optimizations with the aim of satisfying an objec-
tive function. Usually, each iteration involves some feedback, such as profiling
information, to evaluate the effectiveness of the tested configuration. In random
iterative compilation [BKK+98], random optimization sequences are generated,
ranging from hundreds to thousands, and then used to optimize a program.
Random iterative compilation has been proved to provide significant perfor-
mance gains over standard optimization levels. Thus, it has become a standard
baseline metric for evaluating the effectiveness of machine-guided compilation
approaches [FKM+11, ABP+17, BRE15], where the goal is to achieve better
performance gains with less exploration time. Due to the huge number of pos-
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sible flag combinations and their possible orderings, it is impossible to explore
a large fraction of the optimization space. To mitigate this problem, machine
learning is used to drive iterative compilation [ABC+06, OPWL17, CFA+07].
Based on either static code features [FKM+11] or profiling data [CFA+07],
such as performance counters, machine learning algorithms try to predict the
best set of flags to apply to satisfy the objective function with as few iterations
as possible. The techniques have proven to be effective in optimizing the resource
usage, mainly execution-time, of programs on a specific architecture but gener-
ally suffer from a number of drawbacks. Typically, these techniques require a
large training phase [OPWL17] to create their predictive models. Furthermore,
they are hardly portable across different compilers or versions of the same com-
piler and different architectures. Even if a single flag is introduced to the set of a
compiler’s existing flags the whole training phase has to be repeated. Moreover,
extracting some of the metrics that these techniques depend on, such as static
code features, might require a significant amount of engineering.
A recent work that is focused on mitigating the phase-ordering problem,
[ABP+17], divided the -O3 standard optimization flags of the LLVM compila-
tion framework v3.8, into five subgroups using clustering. Then they used iter-
ative compilation and machine learning techniques to select optimization con-
figurations by reordering the subgroups. The approach demonstrated average
performance speedup of 1.31. An interesting observation is that 79% of the -O3
optimization flags were part of a single subgroup with a fixed ordering that is
similar to that used in the -O3 configuration. This suggests that the ordering of
flags in a predefined optimization level is a good starting point for further per-
formance gains. Our results actually confirm this hypothesis for the processors
under consideration.
Embedded applications typically have to meet strict timing, energy consump-
tion, and code-size constraints [GdSE17]. Hand-written optimized code is a com-
plex task and requires extensive knowledge of architectures. Therefore, utilizing
the compilers optimizations to achieve optimal resource usage is critical.
In an attempt to find better optimization configurations than the ones offered
by the standard optimization levels, the authors in [BRE15] applied inductive
logic programming (ILP) to predict compiler flags that minimize the execution
time of software running on embedded systems. This was done by using ILP to
learn logical rules that relate effective compiler flags to specific program features.
For their experimental evaluation they used the GCC compiler, [GCC18], and
the Arm Cortex-M3 architecture; the same architecture used by this paper. Their
method was evaluated on 60 benchmarks selected from the BEEBS benchmark
suite; the same used in this work. They were able to achieve an average reduction
in execution time of 8%, with about half of the benchmarks seeing performance
improvements. The main drawback of their approach was the large training phase
of their predictive model. For each benchmark, they needed to create and test
1000 optimization configurations. This resulted in about a week of training time.
Furthermore, for their approach to be transferred to a new architecture, compiler
or compiler version, or even to add a new optimization flag, the whole training
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phase has to be repeated from scratch. The same applies for applying their
approach to resources other than execution time, such as energy consumption
or code size. In contrast, our approach, for the same architecture and more
benchmarks of the same benchmark suite, was able to achieve similar savings
in execution time (average 5.3%) by only testing 65 optimization configurations
for each program. At the same time, our approach does not suffer from the
portability issues faced by their technique.
In [PHB15], the authors used fractional factorial design (FFD) to explore
the large optimization space (282 possible combinations for the GCC compiler
used) and determine the effects of optimizations and optimization combinations.
The resources under investigation were execution time and energy consumption.
They tested their approach on five different embedded platforms including the
Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M3, which are also used in this work. For their results
to be statistically significant, they needed to exercise 2048 optimization config-
urations for each benchmark. Although they claimed that FFD was able to find
optimization configurations that perform better than the standard optimization
levels, they demonstrated this only on a couple of benchmarks. Again, this ap-
proach suffers from the same portability issues as [BRE15].
In our work, to maximize the accuracy of our results, hardware measurements
were used for both the execution time and energy consumption. Although, high
accuracy is desirable, in many cases physical hardware measurements are diffi-
cult to deploy and use. Existing works demonstrated that energy modeling and
estimation techniques could accurately estimate both execution time and energy
consumption for embedded architectures similar to the ones used in this pa-
per [GKCE17, GGP+15]. Such estimation techniques can replace the physical-
hardware measurements used in our approach in order to make the proposed
technique accessible to more software developers.
5 Conclusion
Finding optimal optimization configurations for a specific compiler, architecture,
and program is an open challenge since the introduction of compilers. Standard
optimization levels that are built-in to modern compilers, on average perform
well on a range of architectures and programs and provide convenience to the
software developer. Over the past years, iterative compilation and complex ma-
chine learning approaches have been exploited to yield optimization configura-
tions that outperform these standard optimization levels. These techniques are
typically expensive either due to their large training phases or the large number
of configurations that they need to test. Moreover, they are hardly portable to
new architectures and compilers.
In contrast, in this work an inexpensive and easily portable approach that
generates and tests less than 64 optimization configurations proved able to
achieve execution-time and energy-consumption savings in the same range of
the ones achieved by state of the art machine learning and iterative compilation
techniques [BRE15, PHB15, AKC+18]. The effectiveness of this simple approach
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is attributed to the fact that we used subsequences of the optimization passes
defined in the standard optimization levels, but stopped the optimizations at
an earlier point than the standard optimization level under exploitation. This
indicates that the accumulated empirical knowledge built into the standard op-
timization levels is a good starting point for creating optimization configurations
that will perform better than the standard ones.
The approach is compiler and target independent. Thus, for its validation,
two processors and two versions of the LLVM compiler framework were used;
namely, the Arm Cortex-M0 with the LLVM v3.8 and the Arm Cortex-M3 with
the LLVM v5.0. An average execution time reduction of 2.4% and 5.3% was
achieved across all the benchmarks for the Cortex-M0 and Cortex-M3 processors,
respectively, with at least half of the 71 benchmarks tested seeing performance
and energy consumption improvements. Finally, our approach can support multi-
criteria optimization as it targets execution time, energy consumption and code
size at the same time.
In future work, clustering and other machine learning techniques can be
applied on the compilation profiles retrieved by our exploitation approach (Fig-
ure 3) to fine-tune the standard optimization levels of a compiler to perform
better for a specific architecture. Furthermore, the technique is currently being
evaluated on more complex architectures, such as Intel’s X-86.
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